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ABSTRACT
_le purpose of this document is to present a set of guidelines
defining design information applicable to structure and/or equipment for
designing to a pyrotechnic shock environment. These guidelines include
a description of various pyrotechnic devices and associated shock levels
near the source (in terms of a shock spectrum which is defined and
discussed in section 1.0). Attenuation curves for a variety of structures
are included and methods of isolating equipment from a shock environment
are drscussed. Section 5.0 lists sources of information and data on
many subjects associated with pyrotechnic shock.
These guidelines are the result of thestudy performed under
Contract NAS5-15208, "Aerospace Systems Pyrotechnic Shock Data (Ground
Test and Flight)." The results of this study are contained in six
volumes. The guidelines represent the first step in an attempt to present
the designer with reliable information for designing to a pyrotechnic
shock environment. Since analytical prediction of shock levels is presently
beyond the state-of-.the-art of this technology, these empirical curves
must be used with discretion. A better understanding of the complex
problems associated With pyrotechnic shock can be obtained by referring
to the complete results of this study.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION.
In recent years, pyrotechnic devices have been used extensively in
the aerospace industry. These devices include linear explosive, explosive
5olts, separation nuts and bolts, cartridge actuated devices (pln-puller
and bolt cutters) to name a few. The environment caused by these pyro-
technics can cause damage and/or failure to equipment andstructure.
As a result, a technology to evaluate them is being developed. The
state-of-the-art of this technology is limited mainly tO testing tech-
niques, both to predict the environment and to qualify equipment to the
predicted environment.
In general, in a test program, the acceleration time histories of
a number of locations are measured and recorded, Since the signature
of the time history is quite complex, due to the nature of shock and
intervening structure, the frequency content is not immedlateiy obvious.
To obtain the frequency information, a spectral analysis is performed
and results in a shock spectrum, which is the basic analytical tool for
the field of pyrotechnic shock. A shock spectrum is a plot of the max-
imum response acceleration amplitude of a single-degree-of-freedom system
versus the resonant frequency of the system and results from the applica-
tion of the acceleration time history to its base.
The shock spectrum curve will vary with the amount of damping (Q)
assigned to the oscillator system. The value of damping used in the
analysis is noted on the spectrum. The process of obtaining a shock
spectrum is sho_n pictorially in the following block diagram.
SYSTEMODELED
BYANALYZER
X(T)
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J_
___(f)
_max
Shock
Spectrum
e,
X(t) input acceleration
Y(t) output acceleration
K = spring constant
c/c c =
q
f
M
°
ratio of actual damping to critical damping
=, 1/2_ amplification factor
= i/2_ /KT_, natural frequency of system
= mass
A shock spectrum displays anplitude and frequency information character-
istics of the time history and is used extensively in the aerospace
industry to specify a shock environment.
A shock spectz_m for specifying equipment qualification levels
is best determined from full-scale test data. _nen this is not possible,
a preliminary design spectrum can be estimated from the expected level
at the source in conjunction with empirical attenuation cu_¢es. The
information for using this method for a few devices and structures is
contained in the following sections. This information is strictly em-
pirical and can be in considerable error for many applications. However,
this effort reoresents an initial attempt to classify data and to provide
the designer with a starting point.
[Reproduced from
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2.0 DESIGN GU!DLINES CO}_CEKNING THE PYROTECHNIC DEVICE
2.1 Su_este_ Shock Environments ""
The aerospace industry is known to employ four general types
of pyrotechnic devices to affect flight events:
a) Linear charges (MDF and FLSC)|
b) Separation nuts and explosive bolts;
c) Pin-puller and pln-pushers;
d) Bolt-cutters, pln-cutters and cable-cutters.
The estimated order of severity of the above devices is the order in
which they are listed.
Near the expleslve source the acceleration shock spectrum is
characterized by a high amplitude curve that peaks in the high frequency
range, usually well above i000 Hz. In the low frequency range the
spectrum can be approximated by a constant velocity llne, which on
a logarithmic plot of an acceleration shock spectrum has a numerical
slope of one. Figure 2.1 shows these characteristics. Not all
spectra show a definite constant velocity llne but the i_ frequency
range can be enveloped by such a llne.
As the shock pulse propagates through the structure, the acceleration
amplitude is attenuated. This attenuation is proportlon_l to the
distance from the source as measured along the shock path. H_ever i
the amplitude atten_ation is a function of frequency, and the high
frequency range attenuates more rapidly than the low m as shown in
flgur_ 2.1, _cre the satellite was located approximately I00 inche_
from the source. The high frequency amplitude can attenuate from one
to two orders of magnitude in 100 inches, while the low frequency
amplitude usually attenuates less than an order of magnitude.
Suggested shock environments for these four types of devices
are discussed below and presented in Figures 2.2 through 2.5. It
should be reu_a_hered _l_t these environments are only suggested; they
may be In error by as much as an o£der of m_gni_ude for particular
cases. The suggested e_ironments are based on data _eatured within
i0 inche_ of the source and also ba_ed on a shock spectrum analysis
at Q = 10. These cu1_-es represent an envelope of a f_ measurements
and cannot be considered a statistical estIv_te.
|Reproduced £rom_"-_
Lbestav_3
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Line&r explosive pyrotechnic devices are usually employed
in separation Joints. The level of the environments produced by such
a Joint is dependent upon the thickness of the material cut and the
size of the explosive charge used, Figure 2.2 presents the suggested
environments produced by separation Joints for several combinations
of Joint thickness and charge size,
The acceleration time histories characteristic of linear explosive
devices have an effective duration of approximately 3 millise_onds.
2,1,2 Separatlon Nuts and Exuloslve Bolts
Figures 2.3 presents the suggested shock environments
produced by detonation of separation nuts m_d explosive bolts.
Levels are sheen for the environment near the source and for the use
of a V-band assembly employing separation nuts.
The acceleration time histories near the shock source characteris-
tically decay in approximately 3 milliseconds due to thehigh frequency
signal present.
2,1.3 Pin-Pullers and, P in-Pusher.___s
Figure 2.4 presents the suggested shock environments
produced by detonation of pin-pulling and pin-pushing pyrote_nnic
,devices.
The acceleration-time histories char_ctezistic of pin-pullers
have an effective duration of 5-15 mi!liseconds, while the pin-pusher
is a softer, lo_:er frequency devicethat may have an effective duration
of up to 50 mi!!igeconds.
2.1.4 Bol_...Pin_ .. an:_ Cable=C__=.__./atter.__s
Figure 2,5 presents the suggested shock environment for
bolt, pin, and ce/mle cutting devices. This spectrum zepresents an
envelope of data t_en from these three types of devices.
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3.0 EFFECTS OF STRUCTUKE
3.1 A_tenuat_on
To empirically predict the shock environment in terms of a
spectrum for a location remote from the shock source requires kn_alng
_¢o factor_: I) The spectrum to be expected at the source for a
specifffc pyrotechnic device and 2) The attenuation of the spectrum wlth
distance from the source. Source spectra for a variety of pyrotechnic
devices are given in Section 2.1.
The second factor is more difficult to specify however, due to
the different attenuation rates with frequency. A simple method to
account for this complex situation is to specify two attenuation
parameters: i) attenuation of the peak of the spectrum and 2) attenuation
of the constant velocity llne. These two attenuation parameters will
provide an upper bound for the predicted spectrum.
3.1.1 Att_..._e_uatlon of the Sgect!gm Peak
This section contains a number of attenuation curves for
the spectrum peak for various types of structures listed in Table 3.1.
The information for these curves was obtained from the data in the
four data volu_es of this study. The sections from whid_ the data were
taken are sh_n in Table 3.1.
These curvas are normalized to a factor of one at the source and
are to be used with the information in Section 2.0 on the shock levels
of different device&. The majority of measurements are made approximately
5 inches from the source. The curves below are arbltrarily set to a
value of one at 5 inches from the source. One curve ffs presented in
each case and represents an envelope of the attenuatlon curves for
three dlrection_.
It must be recognized that these curves are generzted from li_tcd
data for each tvp_ of strilcture and are to b_ used with discretion
Since strucz_res vary so greatlyl the levels predict&d by these curves
can be in co._±dernble error. Consequently. it is recon_eeded that
the shocL _a!uas be confirmed by measured 4 .... on the full scale fl4gh_
" £"_- verification test.configurad h_r .......ej i.e.,
I0
TABLE 3.1. LIST OF STRUCTURES FOR ATTENUATION CURVES
STRUCTURE
Cylindrical Shell
Skin/ring frame
}_ing/fra_e
PrimsJry Truss
Complex Airframe
complex Equipment
Honeycomb
DgoCRIPTI0_ OF STRUCTURE
Without stringers or ring/frame
Longeron or stringer of skin/ring
frame
Circumferential ring frame of
skir_ring frame with longerons
Truss members including the
effects of Joints
Airframe structure _ncluding
skin such as the Prime vehicle
Equipment mounting such as a
payload truss network
i
Honeycomb used as load carrying
structure
DATA SOURCE
I.B.1
I.B.2
I.B.3
II.B.l
IV.A
II.B.1
II.B.2
II.B.3
I.C.2
FIGURE NO.
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3.1.2 ....... _mArt .............. n of the Con silent Velocltv Line
Figure 3.8 gives the attenuation curve _or the constant
velocity llne. The curve is normalized such that the vertical axis is
in terms of percentage of orIsinal velocity level remaining. Notice
that this curve approaches approximately the 15 percent level. That _s,
the constant veloc_ty llne never attenuates more than an order of magnitude.
This curve was obtained from data on a truss structure and is discussed
in Vo]un,e I of this report. Experience with other data indicates that
this curve is representative for many types of structures. The
constant velocity llne represents an envelope of the shock spectrum
in the i_ frequency range and is one method of accounting for the
variation in attenuation with frequency.
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an'example of using the guidelines in this volumej
suppose th._t the pyrotechnic device to be used is an explosive bolt
(See Voluble III for data on explosive bolts). Figure 2.3 gives the
expect_ e:_-v_rcr_-=nt near the source as a spectrum that peaks at
15pO00 g's at 15,000 Hz and with a constant velocity llne of 7 ft/sec.
Figure 3.9 sho-_s the source spectrum. Suppose further that an
instrument was located lO0 inches from the source (measured along the
shock path) and th_ envlron_ent for this instrument wa_ desired.
Assume the structure could be described as complex airfr¢_e (see Table
3.1). Then from Figure 3.5 the peak of the spectrum would be atte_uated
to 1.8 percent of its original level or to 280 g's. A llne at 280 g's
is shown on Figure 3.8, From Figure 3.8 the velocity line would be
attenuated to 17.5 _ercent of it5 original Value or to 1.2 ft/sec.
This line is sho_n on Figure 3.9. The region below these two li_es
establishes the predicted region for the expected envircnment.
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3.2 Effect_ of Structural Interfaces
Certai_f structural interfaces will attenuate a shock pulse.
From general information and Reference 54, the following table has
been c¢_pi!ed.
Interface
i. Solid Joint 0
2. Riveted butt Joint 0
3. Matched ang!c Joint 30-60
4. Solid Joint with layer of 0-30
different material in Joint
Percent Reduction
Some reduction in shock levels can be expected from intervening
structure in a shell type structure. The levels of reductlonfor
a certain type of structure is shown in Figure 3.10 (see SectleDs
I.AoI_ I.A.2, II.Bo2, and I.C.I of the data volumes)o
23
Location 3 E
Location 2 [
Location 1 E
(ildtial level)
Location 4
Shock path
Large anoum_t of structtu-e
disperses shock
' Location Reduction of Level
3 75%
4 3_%
Location 3
Location 2 r-
Loc_tion 1 _ E
(initial level)
_i Loc_.tion 4
otructur_s of
Similar Size
I
S_ock Path
Location Reduction of Level
3 20%
4 70%
Fish,re 3.10 EFFECTS OF S_IUCT_KI__L INTERFACES
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4.0 EQUiPI,_NT DESIGN A_D MOLeSTiNG •
When the shock level to sensitive equipment is too high, three
methods of reducing the environment are available; isolate or redesign
the pyrotechnic device, redesign or modify equipment, and isolate
the equipment. The fo_]owing discussion offers some basic information
and references for more data on these three areas.
4.1 Isc!ation ef Devices
Table 5.1 lists a number of data sources that discuss methods
of reducing the shock level of a pyrotechnic device by redesign of the
device under the subject of "pyrotechnic design for shock reduction."
A successful means of reducing the shock environment of a linear ex-
plosive was achieved by enclosing the charge in a bellows assembly and
reducing the amount of material severed. This is discussed in Section
I.B.I, I.B. 2, and I.B. 3 of Volume II.
The Prime vehicle (Section IV.A of Volume III) involved the use of
crushable isolators to absorb some energy and isolate the effect of explo-
sive nuts and bolts from the structure. The percent reduction in shock
levels are given in Table VIII of Volume I.
Section II. C. 2 of the Lockheed data _olum_e V) discusses the means
of isolating a pin_puller from the structure. The levels near the shock
source were reduced by 30 to 60_,¢. This was accomplished by inserting
the isolation device inside the cylinder of the pressure cartridge to
keep tile piston from striking the end of the cylinder and by mounting
the pin-puller cn shock mounts.
4.2 Nodifv EE_uiD_nt
Soma _ '_':L_cal equipment modifications used successfully are:
I, Place relay circuits _n an energized rather than de-energlzed
state during shock to decrease the tendency to_.Tard relay chatter or
transfer,
2. Increase cor_land-circuit time constants to prevent activation
from control circuits t]_at display sho_:t duration chatter and transfer
characteristic s.
25
3. Use timers to unlatch relays suspected of accidental latching
duringthe shock event.
Equipment modifications add considerable flight confidence, although
this is not considered as a method of equipment qualification unless
the modified equipment is subsequently shock-tested.
4.3 Equipment Isolation
An isolation scheme which has proved to be an effective method
of improving equipment perfol_ance during a shock event is shock isola-
tion by means of shock mounting. It is, however, only a means of
improving equipment confidence unless the mount is shock-tested in com-
bination with the equipment. Commercially available shock mounts
generally will do an excellent job of isolating equipment. There are
several considerations, however, in addition to shock isolation itself.
Among these are the following:
Installation frequency;
Installation spaces;
Weight;
Heat dissipation or absorption;
Equipment alignment;
Universal application;
Electrical grounding.
4.3ol Installation Frequency
In ge_eral, installation of equipment is governed by environ-
ments other than pNrotechnic shock. Support bracketry capable of Carrying
the steady state acceleration, plus random vibration loading are adequate
for the shock enviromnent.
4.3.2 Installation Soace
Discovery of a shock-sensitive corLponent often entails the
installation of a shock mount where adequate space is not available.
l'_ere practice], sufficient "sway-space" should be considered where the
addition of shock motions are anticipated.
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One of the objections to the extensive use of shock mounts
is the resulting increase in spacecraft weight. Where possible,
th@refore, equipment should be qualified for flight without shock mounts.
4.3°4 Hast Dissipation or Absor_ti0n
In some cases, the amount of heat dissipated or absorbed
by equipment _ust be controlled so that operating temperature limits do
not exceed qualification levels. A shock mount, when used on°high-heat£
producing equipment s may add to the thermal problem by acting as insulator.
Shock mounts, therefore, are undesirable in these cases except where
equipment is scheduled to operate for short periods only. A moderate
amount of equipment-produced heat may be dissipated by the use of flex-
ible conduction straps between the equipment and the vehicle structure.
Such straps are feasible, however, only for equipment that produces a
limited amount of heat.
4_3.5 E_ui_me_t A!i_nment
Alignment of equipment which contain optical or tracking
systems is difficult when combined with a requirement for shock mounting.
This equipment usually is costly, often one Of a kind, and requires
maxi_am shock protection without being subject to the abuse of testing.
The shock mount nr_st maintain accurate dimensional stability once aligned
and sinmltaneously provide the maximum possible shock reduction.
4.3°6 Unlversa] A_lication
Although less ircportant than performance, universal app!ice-
/
tion is of considerable importance from a cost-reduction standpoint.
Each insta!!aticn shculd, therefore, require a minimum of modification
to equipment and to the vehicle, as well as a r_&nimum of analysis and
_sting prior to use.
One type of shock_mount technique generally used for equipment
protection is sho_rn in Figure 4.1.
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EQUIP_NT
MOUNTING BOLT
METAL WASHER
SILICONE WASHERS
0.09 IN.
MOUNTING BRACKET
METAL WASHER
Figure 4.1 TYPI&_L SHOCK MOUNT
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Themountconfiguration consists of two silicone rubber washers and_
a length of plastic shrink tubing. Thewashers isolate the equipment
packagemounting flange from the vehicle structure. The shrink tubing
placed around the mounting bolt completes the isolation of the equipment
from the vehicle structure. Thewashers are semi rigid, and are in the
50 to 60 durometer range. The installation is completedby use of a
gage to control the compressionof the washers from an initial 0.125
inch to a 0.090 inch thickness.
This configuration, in addition to providing good shock isolation,
usually satisfies requirements relative to structural vibrations,
space limitations, weight, equipmentalignment, and universal application.
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5.0 SOLACESOFINFO_i%TION
The information for this design manualwas obtained from many
sources which have been summarizedin four data volumes, II through V.
Further data and insight on a numberof subjects can be gained from
these data volumes. Table 5.1 contains a list of subjects important
to the shock engineer and gives the locations, within the four volumes,
of data pertaining to these subjects. In addition to this table, the
individual tables of contents in the data volumes list the data sections
as to types of structures and pyrotechnic devices.
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TABLE 5,1 ........_'_ _ "_ _o_u_mo_ oOcR_no OF DATA PROVIDING
i_ro_,_Tn_T ON V_H_IOUS PYRO_n_._,Iv SHOCK
TOPICS
Pyrotechnic
Shock To_i_c
u
Repe_ta .,ill_.y
Attenuation
Isolation
"rPyrotec__ml.: Design
for Shock
Reduction
Simulation of
Structure
Simuletic_ of
Device
_±.Cu of
_n b_r J_--Lno
Structure
Applicable Sections of
Vol,&mes II and llI
I.A.4 II.B.3
I.A.5 III.B.I
I.A.6 III.B.2
i.A.7 IV.A
I.B.1 IV.B
II.B.1 IV.C
II.B.2 V.I
I.A.2 I.B.1
I.A.6 I.B.2
I.A.7 I.B.3
I.C.1 III.B.2
I.Co2 _.A
IV.A
I.B.1
I.B.2
I.B.3
I.A.I
I.A.2
I.A.3
II.B.2
III.B.3
I.A.4
II.B.I
I.A.I
I.A.2
I.A.3
II.B.1
Applicable Sections
Volumes IV and V
II.A.2 II.E.I
II.A.6 II.E.2
II.A.7 II.E.3
II.B.2 II.E.5
II.D.1 II.E.6
II.D.2 II.F.2
II.A.2
II.Ao5
II.A.7
II.A.3
II.B.1
II.A.3
II.A.4
II.B.1
II.F.2
Ii.F.l
II.Fo2
II.E.1
II.C.2
II.E.2
II.B.2
II.B.3
II.C.1
of
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_ c,- _r,_r_,--- 0!" ' ",m,TA:qLE . I _U_=_=I_D SOURC_ DJ_ _ P_OV!D!.UG
l::_ro<t_rau OH V._i_IOUS PY_OTT;CH_'[ICSHCGK
TOPICS
_otechnic
Shock T._-.._.24c
Comps:-ison of
Devices on the
Same Structure
Effect of
Multiple Charges
Effect of 9
F;__ilure of
Bonded Joints
Applicable Sections of
Volmmes Ii and III
I.A.1 I.A.4
I.A.2 II.Bol
I.A.3
I.A.5 IV.B
I.B.3 IV.C
II.B.2 V.2
!V.A V.4
Applicablc Sections __,.
Volumes T_, and V
--v
II.E°4
II.B.3
II.A.] II.A.5
II.E.3
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